
• Improve performance in human-AI (HAI) 
teams by designing AI-driven decision aids 
that take humans’ reaction when 
interacting with it into consideration.

• Highlights:
➢ Focus on adjusting AI models based on humans’ 

confidence in their own decisions.
➢ Derive optimal training scheme under assumed, 

threshold-based team decision making model.
➢ Validate efficacy in practice through systematic 

experimentation on synthetic and real-world data

• Our (O) approach complementary to most existing (E) 
methods:

➢ E: adjust humans to better utilize given AI                             
O: adjust AI to better benefit human teammate

➢ E: design AI for maximum individual accuracy or 
simulate assumed behavior without ‘actual AI’                                                                   
O: train actual AI for complementarity and team gains

➢ E: rely on assumption that humans are rational                             
O: build on lack of rationality and human biases
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Training Complementary AI

• Standard training (1) optimizes AI model’s independent 
performance, neglecting human’s contribution to the 
decision making process, while complementary training 
(2) optimizes team performance.

• Under our assumed, threshold-based decision making 
model, we show that human-confidence-based 
instance weighting results in complementary training.

• If human decision maker is less confident about instance 
i than instance j, then instance i should be weighted at 

least as high as instance j (i.e, wi ≥ wj if Ci < Cj).

• Optimization for known self-confidence threshold: 
When the human decision maker uses a fixed and 
known self-confidence threshold ρ to determine the 
human-AI team joint decision, the team loss is 

minimized when wi = 1[Ci ≤ ρ].

• Optimization for expected self-confidence thresholds: 
When the human decision maker draws a self-
confidence threshold from a known distribution to 
determine the human-AI team joint decision, i.e., ρ ∼ fT 
(ρ), the expected team loss is minimized when               

wi = 1−FT (Ci), where FT (·) is the CDF for threshold ρ.

➢ Based on above, the heuristic method wi = 1−Ci turns 
out to be optimal when human decision maker draws 
self-confidence from a uniform distribution ρ ∼ U[0,1].

• Human-AI (HAI) joint decision making setting, where 
given features x ∈ X, the HAI team makes decision y ∈ Y. 

• We focus on AI-assisted decision making, where an AI 
model provides recommendation ym = m(x; θm) to a 
human with their independent judgement yh = h(x; θh), 
who makes final team decision d = f(x,ym,yh).

• As an initial step to better factor human behavior, we 
propose to use a threshold-based team model, where 
humans utilizes AI only when their self confidence is 
sufficiently low (below ρ). A higher ρ is associated with 
higher frequency for humans to rely on the AI model.

.

Problem Setup

Evaluation

• Simulation studies on synthetic College Admission (whether to admit an applicant to college, with decision also influenced by 
group membership) and real-world WoofNette (5 easily recognizable objects and 5 difficult dog breeds from ImageNet) data.

• Persistent gains under varied self-confidence threshold distributions and human characteristics, including undesirable but 
common settings like ill-calibrated human self-confidence, making our solution particularly beneficial in more practical setups.
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